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Let K be a ground ring and let ‘Zfi denote the category of R-algebras (all 
rings and algebras commutative with 1). Let V?k denote the category of functors 
F: Vk + (ab). Some examples of objects in gr,: 
(a) Any commutative group scheme G over K (G(A)=Morph,(Spec A,G)). 
(b) Any of the K-functors of Grothendieck-Bass-Milnor-Quillen [9]. 
(c) Let F, GE Ob %?, . There is an internal horn, Hom(G, F) E Ob gJ, 
defined by 
ffom(G, F)(A) = Hom&(G 16, F Iu;,), 
(Here G lo, means the functor G restricted to the category @?.4 of A-algebras, 
and HorngA is the Abelian group of morphisms of functors.) 
Heretofore the principal application of (c) has been the construction of 
the “character group” Hom(G, G,,) associated to a groupscheme G (G,, = 
“multiplicative group,” G,(A) = A* == units in A). Under certain reasonable 
hypotheses Hom(G, G,) is representable and one has a duality (Cartier duality) 
Hom(Hom(G, G,,,), G,,,) = G. 
The first section of the paper studies variants of this procedure with G,,, 
replaced by any one of the higher K-functors. 
THEOREM 0.1. FOY n > 1, Hom(G,, , K,,) :z K,-, 
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THEOREM 0.2. Let G be representable and assume G satis$es Cartier duality, 
Hom(Hom(G, G,,,), G,) = G. Then the natural map 
G + Hom(Hom(G, K,), K,) 
is a (canonically) split injection for any n > 1. 
In a purely formal vein we can define a covariant functor “translation by n” 
from the category of groupschemes over k satisfying Cartier duality to 9,: 
Gin) g. Hom(Hom(G, G,,,), &+A n > 0. (0.3) 
For example G,,&{n} = K,+i , Z{n} = K,? . It is here, ultimately, that one 
expects the bridge to geometry to appear. For example suppose X is a smooth 
projective algebraic surface over a perfect field k of characteristic p # 0, 2 and 
let i>, dir, &?J denote the deformation functors (functors of infinitesimal 
points [l]) associated to the Brauer group H2(X, G,,), the Chow group H2(X, K,), 
and the formal group at the origin of the Albanese variety of X, respectively. 
Then (with modest hypotheses) one expects an exact sequence of functors 
In other words, the nonrepresentable part of the geometry (infinitesimally) of 
O-cycles on a surface should come via the translate of the formal Brauer group. 
Another set of useful formulas concern the functors 
C,K, = curves of length n on K, , 
CK, = curves on K, , 
A 
defined by 
CK, = formal curves on K, , 
C,K,(A) = Ker(K,(A[T]/(T”+l)) L*--+ K,(A)), 
CK,(A) = b C,K,(A), (0.5) n 
C%*(A) = Ker(K,(A[T] a K,(A)). 
For example, CK,(A) = Big W(A) = (1 -+ TA[[ T]])* (the big Witt vectors 
on A) and &kr(A) contains as a direct factor the group Big W(S) = invertible 
elements in (1 + TA[T]) (big formal Witt vectors on A [6]). When k is a 
&,) algebra (Z(,) = Z[l/Z; all I with (1, p) = 11) the functors CK, , &, , 
Big W, Big W split into products of “p-typical pieces” denoted TCK, , Tf?K, , 
W, I$, respectively. 
1 Note added in proof. A result of this sort has been proven by J. Stienstra. Details 
will appear in his thesis. 
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THEOREM 0.6. Assume some prime number p is nilpotent in k, then there are 
isomorphisms 
TCK, g Hom(?&‘, K,), 
TcKQ e Hom( W, K,). 
This result was inspired by, and should be compared with Cartier’s theory of 
typical curves [6, 71. As an application, we prove a more precise form of Cartier 
duality for i$ and K,: 
THEOREM 0.7. Assume some prime number p is nilpotent in k. Then 
Hom(Hom(@ KJ, K,) := TcKl . 
I. DUALITY AND TRANSLATION 
Fix a ground ring k (commutative with 1) and let %k denote the category 
of k-algebras (commutative). Let @‘lc denote the category of functorsF: Zr; ---f (ab). 
Given F, GE Ob 4, , we define Hom(F, G) E Ob @k by 
Hom(F, G)(A) = Homg,(F / VA, G 1 VA), AeObVTk. 
Viewing F, G as functors ??k ---f (sets), we can define Morph(F, G) by con- 
sidering morphisms of functors which are not necessarily compatible with the 
Abelian group structure. Clearly, Hom(F, G) C Morph(F, G). 
FE Ob %?.k is said to be representable if there exists an A E Ob ‘Kk and an 
isomorphism of functors 
F(.) 2. HomqJA, .). 
When this is the case, there is an isomorphism (Yoneda) 
Morph(F, G) = G(A). 
Suppose for example F = G,,, is the functor 
G,(A) = A* = units in A. 
G,,, is represented by the algebra ,4 = k[T, T-l]. We obtain for any G E @, , 
an inclusion Hom(G, , G) C G(k[T, T-l]). Particularly interesting for us will 
be the case G = Kf , one of the k-functors of Grothendieck-Bass-MiInor- 
Quillen. 
THEOREM 1.1. Hom(G,,, , K,,) = K,,-, . 
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Proof. Given x(T) E K,(R[T, T-r]) for R E Ob Vk , it is straightforward to 
check that x(T) corresponds to an element of Hom,R(G,,, , K,) if and only if 
x(2”, . T,) = x(T,) + x(7’,) in Kn(RITl , T, , T;l, T;l]). Fix R, and for any 
R-algebra A let KJA) = K,(A)/Image K,(R). A basic theorem (proved 
independently by Quillen and Waldhausen) gives a split-exact sequence 
0 - K,(R[T]) @ K,(R[T-l]) + K,(R[T, T-l]) 5 K,-,(R) --f 0. (1.1.1) 
Elements of K,(R) C K,(R[T, T-l]) correspond to constant morphisms G, + 
K n 3 so we have Homga(G,,, , K,) C K,,(R[T, T-l]). The claim is that 
HowR(Gmy K,) = GLW. 
Indeed, T is a unit in R[T, T-l] and the map s is induced by multiplication 
(in the sense of the ring structure on K,) by T E K,(R[T, T-l]). Thus s(a) = 
01 T so s(oI)(T~TJ = a . (TIT,) = 01 Tl f 01 . T2 . It follows that s(K,-~(R)) C 
Hom~,J% 3 KJ. 
Suppose now that we have 
#(T) E Homq,(G,, , K,) n Image(&(R[T]) @ ifJR[T-l]) 4 l?,(R[T, T-l])). 
Write 4(T) = 4+(T) + 4-(T-l) with a,b+ E K,(R[T]) and #- E K,(R[T-I]). 
I claim that 1+4+ and z+- E Home,(G,,, , K,), i.e., for example, /J+(T,T,) = 
$+(T,) $ #+(T,). Note that this equation will hold in &(R[T, , T,]) so we 
may specialize T, ++ 0 and conclude y%+(T) = 0. By symmetry, Z/J-(T) = 
4(T) = 0. 
Consider x,,(R[T, , T, , T;‘, Till). Clearly 
G+(T,Td - h-CT,) - 4+(Tz) E &UV”l, T,l) C &UW, 7 T, > T?, %‘I), 
$-(T;lT,-l)-$-(T,-l)-$-(T,-l) E &(R[T,-l, T;‘]) C &(R[T, , T, , T;‘, T;l]), 
so it suffices to show 
(*) = &(R[T~ , T2]) n R,(R[T,-1, Tgl]) = (0). 
Apply (1.1.1) to R[T,, T;l] to get 
(*I C &(RITl, T;‘, &I) n fG(R[T17 T;‘, T;ll) = &(RITl , T?l), 
(*) C fk(RITl, T?l) n %dRCT1, &I), 
If we consider the maps 
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we find that an element of (*) is fixed under the composition and hence (*) C 
&(R[ TJ). Since everything is symmetric, we get (*) C &(R[ T;-I]), hence 
(+) C &(RIT,-l]) n ITZ,(R[TJ) := (0). QED. 
Remark 1.2. In working with representable groupschemes, one frequently 
employs topologies finer than the Zariski topology (&ale, fppf,...). Theorem 1 .l 
is definitely false in such a context. For example, the &ale sheaf G,,et is 
divisible prime to the characteristic, so Hom(G, 4t ?) can never have torsion 
prime to the characteristic. But (1.1) would imply’ G,,,, C Hom(G,,&, , Kz). 
A group scheme G over Spec k will be said to satisfy Cartier duality if the 
natural map 
G + Hom(Hom(G, G,), G,) 
is an isomorphism. When k is Noetherian, finite flat group schemes and formal 
group schemes satisfy Cartier duality. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let G be a groupscheme satisfying Cartier duality, and let 
n 3 1 be an integer. Then the ‘natural map 
G - Hom(Hom(G, A&), K,) 
is a (canonically) split injection. 
Proof. For F E 9, , I will write Fan = Hom(F, K,). We define maps 
#n-l,nr @AZ + F%&%L-I (1.2.1) 
as follows: 
FDnDn=Hom(Hom(F, K,), KJHTm; l$m(Hom(G,,Hom(F,K,)),Hom(G,,k’,)) 
\ WI’ 
\ 
?I 
I 
\ 
\ 
Hom(Hom(F, Hom(Gm, K,)), Hom(G, K)) 
\ 
6,-1.n z 
\ 
II 
\ 
Hom(Hom(F, G1), K-d 
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There are, of course, natural maps F -% FDnDn, and the next point is that the 
diagram 
F D,,D”L 
commutes. Namely an element f~ F(R) g ives rise to a map (evaluation at f) 
ef: Hom,(F, ZYom(G, , K,)) + Hom,(G, , K,). 
Identifying Hom(G, , K,) = K,-, we obtain &-i,&(f). On the other hand, 
we clearly get &i(f) = evaluation at f as well. 
Notice finally that G, is a direct summand of Kl , so Hom(Hom(F, G,), G,) 
is a direct summand of F%%. When F = G = group with Cartier duality, 
one gets a splitting 
I 
G -2 GDnDn + GDn-lDn-l -+ ... --+ GDIDl -+ Hom(Hom(G, G,), G,) z G. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 1.4. The map G -+ GDnDn is not in general an isomorphism. 
For example ZnlDl = Ho m(K, , Kl) contains the two projection maps Kl -+ 
SK, and Kl + units. I would conjecture, on the other hand, that this “defect” 
is purely global and we should get a perfect duality when G is infinitesimal 
or when Ki is replaced by Xi = Zariski sheaf associated to Ki . 
Exercises 1.5. (i) Show that for n 3 m, Hom(K, , K,) contains K,-, as a 
direct summand. 
(ii) Show that Hom(s2, G,) = (0). 
After we have developed the theory of typical curves, it will be possible 
to compute Hom(G, K,) in a number of interesting cases (3.5), (3.7). 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let 12 > 0 be an integer and let (Cartierlk) denote the 
category of group schemes over k satisfying Cartier duality. The functor 1 
t~anslution SJJ n: (Cat-tier/k) + %?k , G ++ G(n) is given by 
G(n) = Hom(Hom(G, G,), K,,,). 
For example, Z(n) = K,, , G,(n) = K,,, . 
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PROPOSITION 1.7. (i) G is a direct summand of G(0). When Hom(G, G,,,) 
is infinitesimal, we have G g G(0). 
(ii) Hom(G,,, , c{n + 1)) z G(n), n > 0. 
(iii) Translation by n is a faithful fun&or. 
Proof. Given an extension of rings 0 --) I + A ---f B --f 0 with I nilpotent, 
we get Ker(K,(A) ---f K,(B)) g (1 + I)* (Bass [2, V, (3.4), (4.2)]). It follows 
that G(0) = Hom(Hom(G, G,,), KJ g Hom(Hom(G, G,), G,) when Hom(G, G,,) 
is infinitesimal. In general we have G a direct summand of G(0) because G,,, 
is a direct summand of Ki . 
For (ii), note 
Hom(G, , G{n + 1)) = Hom(G, , Hom(Hom(G, G,,,), K+,)) 
g Hom(Hom(G, G,), Hom(G,,, , K,+,)) 
= Hom(Hom(G, G,), fG+J 
g G{n}. 
Part (iii) follows from (i) and (ii) in a straightforward manner. Q.E.D. 
As noted in the introduction, the functors G{n} are related to the geometry 
on an algebraic variety. The following concepts are suggested by geometry. 
Strictly speaking, they will not be used in the sequel, but they give some feeling 
for functors G{l). 
DEFINITION 1.8. Let FE Ob %?k . The tangent space of F, t, E Ob @, is 
defined by 
tF(A) = Ker(F(A[c]/(E2)) E-0 + F(A)). 
The bitangent space bi - t, is given by 
bi - tF(A) = Ker(F(A[c, S]/(C”, s2, ~6)) ---f F(A[c]) @ F(A[S])). 
PROPOSITION 1.9. (i) Assume F is representable, i.e., there exists a A E Ob %?k 
and a h E F(A) inducing an isomorphism F( .) E Homgb(A, .). The identity element 
0 cF(k) gives a k-homomorphism p: A -+ k. Let I = Ker p. Then 
b(A) = HOqwm,du&/~2, A), 
bi - t, = (0). 
Assume now that 3 E k. Then 
(ii) tK,(A) = J?~ = module of absolute Kiihler differentials of ,4. 
bi - tK2(A) = A. 
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(iii) Let G/k b e a rou SC eme satisfying Cartier duality and such that t, g p h 
is locally free, G* = Hom(G, G,,,). Then 
k-{,)(A) E (t,(A) @A Q2) 0 tG**(J (t*(A) = Hom,(t(A), A)). 
bi - t,(,)(A) s to(A). 
Proof. (i) By definition, an element in tF(A) is a k-algebra homomorphism 
f: A -+ A[<] such that the diagram 
commutes. One checks easily that the set of suchfis isomorphic to Hom,(l/P, A) 
as claimed. 
The first part of (ii) is a theorem of van der Kallen [ll]. For the second 
part, we write for short A[E] = A[E]/(?), A[S] = A[S]j(S2), and A[.E, S] = 
A[E, S]/(2, S2, ES). For R an augmented A-algebra, let k,(R) denote the kernel 
of K,(R) -+ K,(A). It follows from results of van der Kallen et al. [lo] that 
the natural map A[E] @A A[S] + A[E, S] induces a surjection 
We obtain a diagram with exact rows (defining G) 
A diagram chase shows that G maps onto bi - tK2(A). Using [ll], we find 
G s Ker(SZ,[,j --@+O QA) = 6 . Q, @ A . dS. 
The map of van der Kallen Q;2a[8~ -+ Ker(K,(A[S] @ A[<]) --f K,A[S]) sends 
elements Sa db/b to symbols (1 + a&, b}, a E A, b E A*. These elements die in 
&(A[E, S]), so we obtain 
A . dS --t-f bi - tK,(A), ad6 ---f (1 + UE, 1 + S>. 
Finally, we have a map [3] 
d log: fWV~, 81) - Q&,I = d2QAra.sl 
d log@, y> = dx/x A dy/y. 
481/53/2-2 
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In particular, 
dlog(1 -+ a~, 1 + S} = a& A d6 + ... # 0. 
It follows that bi - t*,(A) E A. 
To prove (iii), notice for G representable and FE gk arbitrary, we have 
t Hom(G.F) = HomCG tF), 
bi - t,,,,,(,,,) E Hom(G, bi - tF). 
Writing Sz for the functor A + Q;2, , and G, for the functor A t+ additive 
group of A, we obtain 
tG(l) = bfom(G*.K,) = Hom(G*, f& 
bi - tGfl) = Hom(G*, G,) = t&,,&‘,G,) = t, . 
To finish the proof of Proposition 1.9(iii), we must compute for A E Ob ?Yk 
Hom&JG*, Q) c QA[Ge] (A[G*] = coordinate ring of G* x Spec A) 
It follows that 
HomVA(G*, a) = translation invariant differentials on G* x Spec A over Spec A 
0 WwAk(G*, GA @A -Q,d. 
It is well known that the translation-invariant differentials are t&(A), and 
Hom(G*, G,) = t, . Q.E.D. 
2. CURVES AND TYPICAL CURVES ON K, 
Standard references for this section are [3, 6, 71. (Notice, however, that 
the notation here differs from that of [3]. We write CK, in place of CK,, 
reserving the notation &?a for formal curves.) 
The functors 
C,K, = curves of length n on K, , 
CK, = curves on K, , 
c’ii-, = formal curves on K, 
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are objects in %?% (notation as in Sect. 1) defined by 
c,K,(R) = Ker(K,(R[T]I( T”+l)) =-+ K,(R)), 
CK,(R) = lim C,K,(R), (2.1.1) 
7L 
C%,,(R) = Ker(K,(R[T]) =--+ K,(R)). 
We have, for example, 
CK,(R) = BigW(R) = (1 + TR[[T]])* 
and &r(R) contains as a direct summand the group: 
Big-W(R) = (1 + ~qT]).in~zertible elements 
There are maps 
CK*(R) -+ CK,(R) (induced by R[ T] -+ R[ T] i( T”+l)) (2.1.2) 
(WR) - K,(R) (induced by T + 1) (2.1.3) 
For m > 1 an integer we obtain maps 
A 
V,: CK, --+ &, , 
V,: c’,-lK, - C,,-,K, , V&V)) = w(T”), (2.1.4) 
VnL: CK, --f CK, , 
F,: CAK, --f CAK, , 
Fm: G,-JCi - Cd&, Fm = transfer map on K-theory associated 
to T -+ T”“, 
Fm: Ck’, ---f CK, , (2.1.5) 
We have 
F, 0 Vw, = multiplication by m. (2.1.6) 
Let I and n be fixed integers 21. Our next objective will be to define bilinear 
pairings 
CK, x C,k’, - C&-r, (2.2.1) 
CK, x CK, -+ CK,. , (2.2.2) 
A 
CK, x &, + CK, . (2.2.3) 
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In fact, these pairings give rise to Big W-modules but this will not be important 
in the sequel, so we will not pursue it. (Verification for C,K, and CK, is given 
in detail in [3, II, Sect. 21. The case of CK, is analogous.) 
We will need a number of fundamental results proved by Gersten and 
Quillen [8, 91. For any ring R (associative with 1) let XR denote the category 
of R-modules which admit a finite resolution by finitely generated projective 
R-modules. For SC R a central monoid of nonzero divisors let &R,s C Z& 
denote the full subcategory of modules M such that M, = (0). These are 
exact categories and, writing B@%+ for the classifying space of the Quillen 
category associated to X, we obtain a homotopy fibration 
BQ2z.s + BQ-KR --t BQ*& . (2.3.1) 
Consider, for example, the case R = A[T], S = (I, T, T’,...}. The category 
Nil(A) is the category with objects pairs (P, g), P a finitely generated projective 
A-module and g: P ---f P a nilpotent A-linear endomorphism. Any such object 
has a characteristic resolution 
so we get 1L’il,4 + BQSA[rl,s is a homotopy equivalence, and that the homotopy 
fibration 
BQ Nil A -+ BQX,,[T~ --t BQXA[T,T-~~ 
leads to split-exact sequences 
(2.3.2) 
0 -+ K,A[T] + K,A[T, T-l] 2 K,-, Nil A -+ 0. (2.3.3) 
Via the inclusion A[T-l] C A[T, T-l], we obtain from (2.3.3) a map 
a: &k&A) = KqAIT-l]/Kg(A) -+ K,-, Nil iz. (2.3.4) 
Let @!, a, %’ be exact categories. A bilinear functor F: 0l x L4? -+ +Y is a 
functor F such that for all A E Ob 02 and all B E Ob g, the functors F(A, .): 
g + %? and F( ., B): 02 + %? are exact. We assume moreover that F(Oa , .) 
and F(e, Oa) are the 0 functors, where 0, and 0, are the zero objects. Such 
a functor induces bilinear pairings for all i and i [12] 
Ki(LZ) x K&3) - K,+#Y). (2.4.1) 
We will be particularly concerned with the following example. Let R be a 
ring, A an R-algebra. Let R, = R[T]/(T”+l), 0 < n < co, and write 9(R,) 
for the category of finitely generated projective R,-modules. Define an increasing 
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filtration on the category Nil A by full subcategories Fil, Nil A, Ob Fil, Nil A = 
-WY d ! g n+l = O}. Define a bilinear functor 
9’(R,) x Fil, Nil A -+ ,P(A), 
M(P,g)-tw@? (2.4.2) 
% 
where P is viewed as an R,-module with T acting via R. 
For m > n, there are natural functors 
Fil, Nil A C Fil,, Nil A, 
TL) - ~I(%)- 
The diagram 
.P(R,) x Fil, Nil A 
/ \ 
Y(R,) x Fil, Nil A g’(A) 
\ / 
P(R,) x Fil, Nil A 
commutes, so we get a pairing (note Nil A = lim Fil, Nil A) 
“b” g(R,) x Nil A --+ B(A) 
?a 
(2.4.3) 
which is functorial in A. Applying (2.4.1), we get pairing 
CK,(R) x K,(Nil A) + K,+,(A). (2.4.4) 
Consider now the case A = R[x] is either a polynomial ring in one variable 
over R or a truncated polynomial ring with xn+r = 0. We have a map of 
R-algebras f: R[x] -+ R[x][T-l], f(x) = XT-~, and composition gives 
~,+IWI~‘~,+I~ fl, K,+,R[~l[T-ll!K,+~R[~l 
L la 
K,(Nil R[x]). 
This, together with (2.4.4), gives the pairings (2.2.1-3) 
(2.3.4) 
CKQW x &+1(R) - &+,(R), 
CK,W) x GK,+,W - GK,+,(R), 
Cfw) x CK,+1W + CK,+,(R)* 
(We think of CR, and && as being subobjects or quotients of K,R[x], according 
to convenience.) 
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A number of variants of the basic construction are useful. We can compose 
on the right with CK,.,, + K,,, , T + 1, to get pairings 
i.e., maps 
CK, x CAKnT1 + K,,, , (2.6) 
CK, - Hom(C*K,+l , &,+,), 
C%+, + Hom(CK, , A-,,,). (2.6.1) 
Of particular interest will be the maps 
CK, + Hom(Big W’, K,), 
&, + Hom(Big W, K,) 
(2.6.2) 
obtained from (2.6.1). It is also possible; as mentioned before, to give CK, 
and CK,, Big W-module structures via these pairings. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let ( > denote the pairing (2.6). For a E CK,(R), 
6 E cK,+,(R), m 3 1 an integer, we have 
@‘,,a, 4 = <a, Vd), (2.7.1) 
l Vma, 6 = (a, F&. (2.7.2) 
Here Fm , k;, are as in (2.4.1), (2.1.5). 
Proof. Let qua: R,-, + RnmA1, &T) = T”, and let vnl*: K,(R,-,) + 
K*(R,,-l) be the induced map on K-groups. We have also an exact functor 
8,: Fil,,-, Nil A --f Fil,_, Nil A (A any R-algebra), B,,(P, g) = (P, g”). For 
ME Ob 9(R,-,) we have 
M 0 Rm-1 CjG (P, d = M 0 (f’, Ph 
R”--1 %7l-1 %-1 
from which it follows that the maps 
v, = vm*: C,-,&,(R) - Cm-A(R)> 
0,,: K,(Fil,,_, Nil A) + KJFil,-r Nil A) 
are adjoint with respect to the pairing 
( }: C,-,K,(R) x K,(FiI,-, Nil A) - K,+,(A) 
coming from (2.4.2). Passing to the limit, we obtain for a E CK,(R), b E K, Nil A, 
that {VvLa, b) = {a, O,,,b}. 
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Consider the case A = R. The pairing ( ) is obtained from { } by taking 
(a, /3) = (oi, &I)} where g denotes the composition 
eKptI(R) = K,+,(R[Xj)/K,+,(R) ‘Of* + K, Nil R[X] x*1 + K, Nil R. 
I t 
To prove (2.7.2), it suffices to note that the square 
%+1(R) A K, Nil R 
F, 
1 1 
%n 
~K,;dR) - K, Nil R 
commutes. For this, note that 8, corresponds to the transfer associated to 
T+ Tm, and g corresponds to the composite 
K,+,(R[Xj) =% K,+,(R[T, T-l]) -f-+ K, Nil R. 
The proof of (2.7.1) is similar. Let M E Ob Y(Rmnpl), (P, g) E Fil,-, Nil R. 
View Pas an R,...,-module viag. We have a canonical isomorphism of R-modules 
M @ (P @ R,,& = M @ P. 
%l,-1 &l-l K-1 
The identity (2.7.1) follows easily. Q.E.D. 
Suppose now that the ground ring k is an algebra over Et,) = Z[l/E, all E 
prime to $1. In this case the big Witt vectors split canonically into a product of 
subrings W 
big W(R) = n W(R). 
cc 
There is a corresponding splitting for the big W-modules C,K, , CK, , and 
CK, . Namely, let e, E big W(R) be the idempotent corresponding to the 
first copy of W(R) in big W(R) 
( ! 
W(R) = P(T)E(I + TR[[T]]) [ P(T) = fi E(a,Tp”), 
n=Q 
E = Artin-Hasse exponential 
11 
Define the typical curves functors 
TC,,K, = e, * CpnKa, TCK, = e, * CA-, , TCK, = e, 1 CK, . (2.8.1) 
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We also have 
l@(R) = e, . big W(R) = fl E(a,T”“) 1 ai nilpotent . 
I 
(2.8.2) 
finite 
All the pairings described above carry over to this context. In particular, 
there are maps 
Ti;K, --f Hom( W, K,), (2.8.3) 
TCK, -+ Hom( I@, KP). (2.8.4) 
The typical curves are stable under operators F, and V, , and it follows 
from (2.7) that the pairings 
( ): T&K, x TCK,,l --+ K,,, 
satisfy (F,a, b) = (a, V,b), and (V/,a, b) = (a, F,b). 
3. TYPICAL CURVES-THE MAIN THEOREM 
We keep the notation of Section 2. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The maps 
CK, --+ Hom(big W, KJ, 
&, -+ Hom(big W, K,) 
dejked in (2.6.2) are canonically split injections. 
Proof. The elements 
(1 - XT)-l E big W(R[X]) 
E big W(R[X]/(X”+-)) 
define maps (by evaluation) 
Hom(big W, K,) --f CK, = lim C,K, , 
Hom(big W, K,) --f CK, . 
The reader should check as an exercise that the composites 
CK, 4 Hom(big @, K,) -+ CK, , 
CK, + Hom(big W, K,) + CK, 
are both = identity. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. When the ground ring k is a Zc,)-algebra, one has a similar 
decomposition 
Hom(W, K,) = TCK, @ ?, 
Hom(W, K,) = TCK, @ ? 
The proof is similar to the proof of (3.1), and is omitted. 
Remarks 3.3. The functor W can be thought of as an inverse limit of 
representable functors, W = l@~ W, , W, = W/VNW (V = V,). On the 
coordinate rings we get k[W] = lir~ k[W,]. An element in Hom,(W, K,) 
corresponds to some element in K,(k[wJ) = lim K,(k[W,]), so we get 
Hom( W, K,) = liar Hom( W, , K,) = Hom,,,tlnuous(W, K,). 
N 
Since V and F (=F,) are dual under the pairing ( > (2.7), we find 
PROPOSITION 3.4. With notation as above, 
TCK, = lim ?j- FN TCK, (,,TCK, = Ker P). 
The purpose of this section is to verify 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose some prime number p E H is nilpotent in k. Then 
Hom(W, K,) c TCK, , 
Hom( W, K,) g TCK, . 
Proof. Let R be a k-algebra. An element w E W(R) has Witt coordinates 
(a,, a, ,...) if w = nn>o E(anTp”) E (1 + TR[[T]])*, where E(T) = Artin- 
Hasse exponential, w E W(R) iff the a, are nilpotent and almost all zero. We 
have a k[t]-point of W, (t, 0, 0 ,... ), and a k[t]/(P+l)-valued point of I@, 
(t(mod P+l), 0, O,...). The “projection maps” (3.2) 
Hom(W, K,) -+ TCK, , 
Hom( W, K,) + TCK, 
are obtained by evaluating on these points. We must prove 
TECHNICAL THEOREM 3.5.1. Let R be a k-algebra, and let 0: I@-+ K, (resp. 
19: W -+ K,) be a homomorphism of functors on the category of R-algebras. Write 
R, = R[t]/(tm+l) and 
Then9=0. 
assume B,m(t,O,O ,...) = 0 for aZZm (resp. ORrtl(t,O,O ,...) = 0). 
What we will actually prove is 
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Reformulation 3.5.2. For any integers a, m 2 0 there exists an element 
w,,,, E Ker BRm (resp. W, E Ker 8srtl) of the form 
W,<, = (0 )..., 0, t, *...), 
a 
where all coefficients * to the right oft are ~0 (mod P) (resp. wn = (O,...,O,t,*,...) 
with no condition on *.) 
Notice, by specialization these assertions imply that for any R-algebra S 
and any s E S nilpotent (resp. any s E S) there exists an element 
wU(s) = (0 ,..., 0, s, *...) E Ker os(coefs. * E (Nil Rad S)l) 
a 
(resp. (0 ,..., 0, s, *...) E Ker 0,). 
For& W-,8&, we know (3.4) that 19 functors through W, . Since any element 
in W(S) can be approximated modulo VNW by the W,(S), we get 8 = 0 as 
claimed. For B: f@+ K, we reduce by a direct limit argument to considering 
points in a Noetherian ring S. Let NC S be the nilpotent radial, and let @‘(Nd) 
denote the set of points in m(S) with Witt coefficients in Nd, d 2 1 any integer. 
A straightforward argument shows that elements We approximate l?‘(S) 
modulo I@(Nd), any d. Since Nd = (0) for d > 0 we get 19 = 0. 
It remains to verify (3.5.2). To simplify we will consider only the case 
0: l@-+ K, . The argument for the other case is exactly the same; one simply 
ignores all assertions about congruence modulo powers of t. 
LEMMA 3.5.3. Let P(X) = Xd f r,Xd-l + ... + rd be a manic polynomial 
with coe&cients in R. Assume that the polynomial P splits completely in R[x] = 
R[Xj/(P). Let F: R + R[x] derwte the structure map. Then the diagram 
#‘(R[s]) a K,(R[x]) 
transfer=w, 
1 1 
W* 
eR m(R) - + K,(R) 
commutes up to d-torsion, i.e., d(F, . BR[zl - eR . v*) = 0. 
Proof. d = v* * q~* (both for I? and K,), so it suffices to show 
Since 19 is a morphism of functors, v* * 0, = OR[z~ * v*, so we must show 
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Let sr ,..., xC1 be the roots of P(T) in R[x], counted with multiplicity. Then 
it will suffice to show the maps 
F*Y,: @WI) + @Wbl)> 
v*v*: fw[4) - fw[~l) 
are given by &g,*, where gi: R[x] + R[x], gi(zc) = xi . The assertion for 
v*qD* on I@ is an elementary assertion about the transfer map for a representable 
group scheme, and is left for the reader. The result for y*v* on K, can be 
handled as follows: Let B(R[x]) denote the category of finitely generated 
projective R[x] modules. q*~.+ is the map on K-groups induced from the 
functor P(R[x]) + B(R[x]), 
;1f + M @ R[x] = M @ (R[x] @ R[x]) 
R R[=.l R 
= MRf, jw[Yl/ rI<y - 4). 
Note that as an R[x]-module on the right, M OR R[x] admits a filtration 
Filt(M OR R[x]), such that FiltJFilt z+l = g,*M. It follows from [9] that 
v*(p, =zgi* on Kg. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.5.4. If (d,p) = 1, then p3*19~[~1 = 0, * q+ . 
Proof. Indeed, p nilpotent in R implies m(R) a p-group. For LY E l@(R[x]) 
and N > 0 pN(v.J(~) - &.+,(~Y)) = 0. Given d(y$(cr) - @J(Y)) = 0, we 
conclude p)$(cy) = @.+.(ol). Q.E.D. 
Reduction 3.5.5. In proving (3.5.2) we may assume k contains the Nth 
roots of 1 for some N > p with (N, p) = 1. 
Proof. Let Z, denote the ring of p-adic integers, and let A be the ring 
of integers in some unramified extension of Q, of large degree d prime to p. 
A contains a lot of roots of unity of order prime to p (because A&A does, 
and these lift by Hensel’s lemma). Let F: R + R @&, A be the structure map. 
We have a commutative diagram 
@(R @ A) *R@A + K,(R @ A) 
v* 
t t 
W’ 
W(R) BR Km 
Since qz+q* = multiplication by d is injective on the p-group Im OR , we get 
e R@* = 0 =2- 8, = 0. Q.E.D. 
We will assume henceforth that R contains the Nth roots of 1 for some 
N >p with(N,p) = 1. 
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LEMMA 3.5.6. Let m 2 1 be an integer, and let 
g: R,pl = R[t]/(t”) + RNm-1 = R[u]/(u”~) 
g(t) = UN. 
Then g,(Ker 8R,N-,) _C Ker BRmel. 
Proof. Apply (3.5.3) and (3.5.4) to R,-, and the polynomial P(T) = 
TN-t =~LN-~(T- <u). Q.E.D. 
Let M > 1 be an integer, F: (R-alg S) -+ (ab) a functor, and fi ,..., f, E R&f 
polynomials with constant term 0. Define 
A,(fi ,..., f,): VM) - F(b) 
A,(fi ,...> fd(4t)) = 4fi + .‘. if,) 
T (-1y a(0). 
If 8: F -+ G is a homomorphism of functors, the diagram 
F(RM) eRM - WM) 
commutes. In particular AD(fi ,..., f,)(Ker BRM) C Ker 0, . 
Let RmNmI = R[u], and let A, = AD(uN-P+l, u, u ,..., u”,. We obtain a com- 
mutative diagram 
-- &(R~N-I) 
0,(3.5.6) 
1 
g* 
m(R,,& BRm-l - WL) 
LEMMA 3.5.7. Let $,,, = g, . A,: l@(R,,-,) -+ m(R,,+&. We have 
(9 tL(Ker &T,,,~_,> c Ker Ed,+ , 
(ii) qkm . V = V . #ni , 
(iii) &,(u, 0, 0 ,...) = (N/(p - l)!)(O, t, *, * ,... ), * x 0 (mod t2). 
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Proof. (i) is immediate from the previous discussion, and (ii) is straight- 
forward (V: IV ---f W is functorial and hence commutes with maps like d, 
which are sums of maps induced from homomorphisms on the ring level. 
The fact that V also commutes with transfer maps like g, is equally easy.) 
It remains to verify (iii). To compute d=(u, 0, O,...) = d$(uT) we can 
work over o[u] and write 
u r+d 
E(d) = exp (UT + 7 + F + +.*I. 
For F, h ,...,f, E Q[4, let 
Ufi ,-.., fzm = Wl f ..- + f,) 
Then 
- plfl + *.. +A + *.. +.f,> + ..’ + (-l)“F(O). 
APE(O) = exp(G,(uN-P+l, u,..., 24)(24)T + S,(zP++r, u,..., 24)(uP/~)Tn + ...). 
It follows from this that 
d,E(uT) = E((l/(p - l)!) UV”) * E(a,P2) . E(a3P3): *.. 
where ai = 0 (mod @‘+I). Finally apply g, , getting 
~,&E(uT) = E 
( (p Cl)! tT” 1 
- E(b,T”’ ) . E(b@) -.. 
where bi 3 0 (mod P). Q.E.D. 
Proof of 3.5.2. By induction on a. Assume we have ~,-r,~~ E Ker BRM for 
all M with ~,-i,.,~ = Va’a-% _ V,-1,M = (c *, * a 1,M ) ,...) * = 0 (mod P). Then 
by (3.5.7) 
a 
* s 0 (mod P) 
Take w,,w-l = ((P - 1)!/N) $k%-l,wzN--1 . Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.6. (i) It is worth noticing that we now have three descriptions 
of T&,(R). 
TcK,(R) = typical part of K,(R[T])/K,(R) = Ker(K,(R[T] + K,(R)). (3.6.1) 
@K,(R) = typical part of K,-,(NiI R)/K,-,(R) [S], where the category 
9(R) is thought of as a split subcategory of Nil R via M -+ (M, 0). (3.6.2) 
T&C,(R) = Hom,( W, K,) (p nilpotent in R). (3.6.3) 
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(ii) In contrast to the proof of (l.l), the arguments for (3.5) are valid 
with K, replaced by the sheaf X, for any reasonable topology (any topology 
such that W, ?@ are sheaves). We get 
TcXc = Hom( W, ,X,), (3.6.4) 
TcXq = Hom(W, $J. (3.6.5) 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let W, = WiVnW, mT:, = l@/V91@‘. Theu 
Hom( Wn, K,) = ,nTa,, 
Hom( I@,, , K,) = F-TCKe . 
Proof, This follows from left exactness of Hom(., KJ plus the exact 
sequences of functors 
o+ w-+ v” J/f/ + w, ---f 0, 
0 + @‘-c m + mn + 0. 
4. DUALITY FOR I@ AND Kz 
Using the results of Section 3 we can strengthen (1.3) in one special case: 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose some prime number p is nilpotent in k. Then 
Hom(Hom( @, K,), K2) = TCK, = Hom( W, KJ = l@ @ Hom( W, SK,). 
(Note Kl = G,,, @ SK, .) 
Remark. The presence of Sk; is a global phenomenon which arises in the 
double dual. It is difficult to deal with, essentially because one knows little 
about the group SK,(R[T]) for a general ring R. 
Proof of 4.1. The pairing (2.6) in d uces a map (split injection) 
TCK, -+ Hom( TCK, , K,) = Hom(Hom( I@, K,), K,). 
The splitting map 
4: Hom( TCk; , K,) + TCK, = Hom( W, KJ 
can be described as follows: Given R a k-algebra, f: TCI(, -+ Kz a morphism 
of functors on the category CR of R-algebras, A an R-algebra, and P(T) E 
W(A) C (1 + T4[TJI)*, we consider the ring A[[[, V-r]. The symbol 
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{P(T), U} lies in TCKa(A[U, U-l]) and, arguing as in the proof of (l.l), 
f{P(T), lJ) E K,(A) C K,(A[U-l, U]). We define 
The problem is to show # injective, i.e., f{P(T), U} = 0 implies f E 0. 
There is no loss of generality in thinking off as a map C&a -+ K2 for some n. 
We use the presentation for C,K, from [lo]. Generators (x, y) are defined 
for x E R[T]/(T”+l), y E: TRIT]/T”+l), or vice versa. Relations are 
(RO) Commutativity, 
W) <x,Y)<-Y, -2) = 1, 
(W (x, Y>(x, z> = <x, Y + 2 + XYZ), 
(R3) <X,YX) = <XY, 2) f (WY). 
(x, y) corresponds to the symbol (1 + xy, y} when the latter is defined. 
LEMMA 41.1. C,K,(R) is generated by elements 
and 
<TQ(T), r> Q(T) E R[T]/( Tn+l), Y E RR, 
(Q(T), 0 
Proof of 4.1 (assuming the Lemma). We must show 
f(TQP”),r) =f(Q(T), T) = 0. 
By a specialization argument, we may assume Y and Q(T) are “generic” 
r = x, Q = Y,+ Y,W- ... + Y,Tn E R[X, Y, ,..., Yn][T]/(Tn+l). 
Then f (TQ(T), X) E K,(R[X, Y]) C K,(R[X, X-l, Y]) [13] so we may assume 
X invertible. Further Yi ++ Y,X induces an endomorphism of R[X, Y], so it 
suffices to showf <TQ( T) . X-l, X) = 0. But (TQ( T)X-l, X’) = { 1 + TQ( T), X> 
and our hypothesis is quite precisely that f vanishes on symbols of this sort. 
To show f {Q(T), T) = 0, one shows first that the map 6: big W + CK, , 
SP(T) = ((P(T) - 1)/T, T), is a homomorphism (this can either be checked 
directly via RO-R3 or indirectly using “symbols” {P(T), T).) It suffices to show 
the composition 
is zero. It follows from what has already been proved, together with (Rl), that 
fS(1 + rt) = 0, r E R. Arguing now as in (3.5) we see that f * 6 = 0. Q.E.D. 
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Proof of 4.1.1. Let us show that (Tx,y), x,y~R[T]/(T”fl) lies in the 
subgroup of CK, generated by elements (TQ(T), Y), (Q(T), T). Using (R2) 
and successive approximation, it suffices to do this for elements (TX, rTm). 
Now using (R3) the argument is immediate. Q.E.D. 
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